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Abstract: Hydraulic system has benefits over pneumatic or
electric systems, especially when heavy loads are involved, or
when very smooth and precise position or pressure control is
required. Hydraulic actuators have several advantages including
the fact that they produce less heat and electrical interference at
the machine than do electric actuators. A simulation model of the
support was established to determine the dynamic responses of the
hydraulic support under dual impacts from its roof and shield
beams, and the column and balance jack were replaced using a
spring-damper system. Analysis of poses was performed and
dynamic support responses were obtained.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hydraulic system has benefits over pneumatic or electric
systems, especially when heavy loads are involved, or when
very smooth and precise position or pressure control is
required. Hydraulic actuators have several advantages
including the fact that they produce less heat and electrical
interference at the machine than do electric actuators. But
there still some problems encountered in power hydraulics
such as the unjustified energy losses at throttles through the
entire system. Cylinder actuators are the one of the hydraulic
system components that causes a lot of energy losses in power
transmission and control. A conventional double acting
differential hydraulic cylinder has two ports of small cross
sectional areas. When the cylinder is actuated by supplying
pressure at either port; the piston starts to move away as a
result of the force difference on the two sides of piston; the
piston push the oil out of the cylinder through the other port;
the oil flow is highly restricted by the small area of the outlet
port. The small sized port acts as an orifice and resists the
migration of the incompressible oil from the cylinder;
consequently the piston motion is slowed down. The energy
lost in this process is converted to heat within the oil and add
an additional load to the pump. The ports in hydraulic
cylinders act as orifices for oil flowing through it. Provided
the fluid speed is sufficiently subsonic (V < Mach 0.3), the
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incompressible Bernoulli's equation for laminar flows, can be
used reasonably well in obtaining the pressure drop through
the cylinder ports. Typical hydraulic press consists of a pump
which provides the motive power for the fluid, the fluid itself
which is the medium of power transmission through hydraulic
pipes and connectors, control devices and the hydraulic motor
which converts the hydraulic energy into useful work at the
point of load resistance. The performance of a hydraulic press
depends, largely, upon the behaviour of its structure during
operation. However, these welded structures are becoming
complicated and their accurate analysis under given loading
conditions is quite important to the structural designer. Hence
it is found that optimal design of a hydraulic press in terms of
its weight is the need of the hour. In this we covered
introduction of hydraulic system, flexible working hydraulic
system,
mathematical modeling of hydraulic components,
hydraulic drive and heavy loads. In this chapter we clearly
stated that the detailed description of the title relevant
contents. Mainly we focused problem statements and
objective of the study.
II. PROPOSED WORK
The numerical simulation model of hydraulic support is
established as shown in Fig.1, where 1 is the upper beam, 2 is
the leg, 3 is the base, 4 is the rear bar, 5 is the front bar, 6 is the
shield beam, 7 is the balance jam, and a-c are the panel points.
The model height is set to the maximum working height of the
hydraulic support. First, material properties of components
are determined, including density (7860 kg/m3), Young’s
11
Pa) and Poisson’s ratio (0.3). The column
and balance jack of the hydraulic support are replaced
equivalently by the spring-damping system.

Figure 1: Simulation model of the hydraulic support.
Hinge joints between the roof beam and shield beam, between
the shield beam and front and back connecting rods, and
between the front and back connecting rods and the base are
used by
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“revolution joints”. Friction coefficients in “revolution joints”
are set to 0.1. The support base serves as the rack and is
locked on the ground by the rigid body and “fixed joints”.
Finally, the gravitational field is applied perpendicular to the
support base. Owing to changes in impact load positions and
the effects of small deformation of the support structure on
force transmission and force equilibrium, the meshing of roof
beam, shield beam, and front and back connecting rods and
the related flexibility process are facilitated by Hypermesh
software in this study. The rigid body model in Adams
software is replaced to form a rigid-flexible coupling model
with the rigid base. The flexible meshing of components is
shown in Fig 2. Circles are rigid-connected regions of hinge
joints of components, and the corresponding constraints are
defined at principal nodes in this region for the convenience
of force transmission.

Figure 2: Finite element models of the shield beam.
A comparison of the improved nonlinear, linear and
simplified linear models is conducted in this section. The
enhanced models, in other words, include compensation
parameters & nonlinearities for valve hysteresis and valve
flow. In addition, at each time step, the parameter feedback
also updates the state variables. Measured data is also
included for the given valve input signal. Due to the nonlinear
behaviour of the hydraulic system, the comparison is carried
out for different step input signals should be noted, however,
that the precision of the improved models is better than that of
regular models. The nonlinear model displays the highest
precision for displacement
In Table 1, the steady state displacement errors of all models
are compared in this chapter to provide the reader with a
complete overview. Relative errors below 7.5 percent are
considered to be highly accurate, between 7.5 and 20 percent
are considered to be moderately accurate, while relative
errors greater than 20 percent are assumed to be inaccurate.

III. RESULTS

Figure 3: Influence of the flow coefficient on the outputs

Table 1 Relative displacement errors of each model
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Figure 5: Influence of the mass variation on the outputs

Figure 4: Influence of the valve response time on the
outputs

Figure 6: Vibrations of balance jack piston.

Figure 7: Vibrations of column piston.
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IV. CONCLUSION
A simulation model of the support was established to
determine the dynamic responses of the hydraulic support
under dual impacts from its roof and shield beams, and the
column and balance jack were replaced using a spring-damper
system. Analysis of poses was performed and dynamic
support responses were obtained. As follows, conclusions are
drawn. (1) When the impact load is applied only to the roof
beam, the force at the hinge point between the roof beam and
the shield beam and the force at the column constitute the
strongest response to the single impact force. However, when
the impact load is applied to the roof beam and shield beam,
the force at the hinge joint between the connecting rods
between the front and back mainly responds to the dual
impact force.
(2) Due to the impact load at the rear end of the roof beam, if
the impact load is only applied to the roof beam, the angle of
the column increases (0.67) and the roof beam points upwards
(6.50). However, the angle of the column decreases and the
column points downward when the impact load is applied to
the front end of the roof beam. In order to achieve stability
control and structural design of hydraulic support, this study
is helpful. However, given that the hydraulic support working
conditions in mines are extremely complex, only two typical
impact loads are used to perform a pose and a dynamic
analysis. The dynamic response of the hydraulic support
under three or more resultant impact loads will be considered
in future research.
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